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Abstract
Many small advanced economies have performed strongly over the past few decades. David 
will discuss the reasons for this strong small country performance, and consider the prospects 

y
Thoughts on New Zealand

for small countries in what is likely to be a much more challenging global environment. In this 
context, David will offer some reflections on the reasons for New Zealand’s relative economic 
performance over the past two decades, the prospects for New Zealand given the emerging 
global economic and political environment, and the priorities for debate and action in the New 
Zealand policy community.

Bio:
David is the founding Director of Landfall Strategy Group, a Singapore-based advisory firm g gy p, g p y
that works with governments of small developed countries on strategic issues. David is 
currently Senior Advisor, Strategy, to the Secretary of Foreign Affairs and Trade in New 
Zealand, is a Fellow at the Civil Service College in Singapore, where he works with the 
Singapore government, and writes extensively on globalisation, policy, and public sector 
issues from a small country perspective. Previously David worked with McKinsey & Company 
in Singapore, was the founding CEO of The New Zealand Institute, and was a Principal 
Advisor at the New Zealand Treasury. David has Masters’ and PhD degrees in Public Policy 
from Harvard University a Masters’ degree in Economics from Auckland University and is a
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from Harvard University, a Masters  degree in Economics from Auckland University, and is a 
Young Global Leader at the World Economic Forum.
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